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To the Members of the International Association for Identification (IAI)

On March 17 of this year, I wrote a message to all of you regarding the COVID-19 Virus Pandemic. All of our members and
our societies have been affected by the Virus, both directly and indirectly. To those of you who have contracted the
disease, have family members or friends affected, our heartfelt thoughts and prayers are with you all for a successful
recovery.

As most of you are aware, a majority of our Division meetings have been canceled or rescheduled to later dates. Therefore,
the Board of Directors has voted to cancel the Orlando Annual IAI Educational Conference scheduled for August 9-14, 2020.
This decision is out of an abundance of care, caution, and concern for our members and organization. The IAI has only
canceled a conference once before, in 1945, "due to government travel restrictions," we again find ourselves in a similar
situation. The IAI has plans to offer some online training courses this year in the fall for our members.

We wish to extend our sincere appreciation to all of you who have worked so hard on the 2020 Orlando Conference. We
want to recognize the members, students, science and practice committees, presenters, workshop providers, without whom
we could not provide the quality education program you deserve, thank you for your participation.

To read the resolution approved by the Board of Directors in consultation with IAI legal counsel please go to www.theiai.org.

Please plan on attending the 105th Training and Education Conference of the IAI to be held in Nashville, TN at the Gaylord
Opryland Resort from August 1 – 7, 2021.

In closing, the Executive Office, Elected Officers, Board of Directors Chair, Lisa Hudson, and the entire BoD, wish all of our
members and their families a safe and healthy spring, summer, and fall. Please take care of yourselves and family and all those
who depend on you.

Sincerely Yours,

Kenneth B. Zercie     Glen Calhoun
President, I.A.I. 2019-2020    Chief Operating Officer

April 27, 2020
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P.O. Box 1043
Concord, NH 03302

Maine
   Massachusetts
      New Hampshire
         Rhode Island
            Vermont

For membership applications and more information, please visit our website
www.NEDIAI.org

May 2020

Dear NEDIAI members,

We find ourselves in an unprecedented time.  Covid-19 has affected many lives throughout the world,
our nation, and our communities.  First responders, as many of you are, have been placed in the
forefront of this pandemic along with our brothers and sisters in the healthcare community.  First and
foremost the Board Members of the NEDIAI want to thank all of you for your hard work, your
service to our communities, and the sacrifices you have had to make during these times.

After the successful conference in Maine last year the board has been working to coordinate this
year’s educational conference in Vermont.  We had heard from many members that they had
immensely enjoyed the last NEDIAI conference that was held in Burlington, Vermont.  With the
hotel on Lake Champlain and many local shops and restaurants within walking distance it is a great
location for a conference.  With that said, I am deeply saddened to inform you that this year’s
conference has been canceled.

Due to the pandemic and the uncertainties of how our communities will bounce back the Board
Members have decided to cancel the 2020 NEDIAI Educational Conference.  It was a hard decision
for us to make.  Rest assured our commitment to our members still stands and we will continue to
discuss ways to provide training to you during this time.  Keep an eye on our website and for emails
from us on updates on such endeavors.

Respectfully Yours,

Joanna Alberts

NEDIAI President
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Letter from the Editor
Hello everyone,

Wow, where do I even start with 2020? You may have noticed the first Journal is getting out a

little later than normal, but the Board has been working hard to get out updated information to

our members and figuring out the best way to handle everything going on with this current

pandemic.

While many of us are working a lot from home, many are still going to work everyday and helping

keep our communities safe. Thank you all for everything you do. It does not go unnoticed!

The biggest NEDIAI news this far is that the 2020 Educational Conference planned for Vermont

has been canceled. There are just too many unknowns at this point with travel, money, and other

restrictions. We are planning other trainings and alternatives for later this year, so keep checking

the websites and looking for emails.  I’ve also included some online trainings and videos on the

‘training” section of the Journal that I hope you’ll find interesting.

Thanks for reading and stay safe,

Amanda

Recent Certifications or Re-Certifications in New England

Richard Auclair   Boston, MA
Diana Kardashian   Boston, MA
Tara Elsemiller   Concord, NH

Kristen Morgan   Boston, MA

Kevin Burke    Methuen, MA
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The Organization of Scientific Area Committees (OSAC) for Forensic Science has placed two new standards covering the interpretation
of DNA evidence on its registry of approved standards. This stamp of approval from OSAC, which is administered by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), indicates that these standards are technically sound and will help forensic laboratories
improve their processes and methods.

OSAC is a professional organization whose 550-plus members have expertise in 25 forensic disciplines as well as scientific research,
measurement science, statistics, law and policy. OSAC works to strengthen the practice of forensic science by facilitating the
development and promoting the use of high-quality, science-based standards.

This milestone is the culmination of an effort that began in 2015. The two new standards were initially drafted by OSAC, then further
developed and published by the Academy Standards Board (ASB) of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences, and finally reviewed by
OSAC for placement on the registry. The new standards are:

● ANSI/ASB Standard 020, Standard for Validation Studies of DNA Mixtures, and Development and Verification of a Laboratory’s
Mixture Interpretation Protocol.

● ANSI/ASB Standard 040, Standard for Forensic DNA Interpretation and Comparison Protocols.

Before laboratories can use a method to analyze crime scene evidence, they must perform validation studies and use the results of those
studies to develop a protocol. These new standards include detailed requirements for conducting validation studies, developing protocols
from them and verifying that those protocols work correctly.

In addition, the new standards are the first to focus on DNA mixtures, which occur when evidence contains DNA from multiple
individuals. DNA mixtures can be more difficult to interpret than evidence that contains DNA from only one individual. Past studies have
shown that different labs, or different analysts within a lab, sometimes produce different conclusions when evaluating the same DNA
mixture. The new standards are aimed in part at helping labs achieve consistent and reproducible conclusions.

“Every forensic laboratory wants to put out the highest-quality data possible and the most accurate and reliable information and results,”
said Robyn Ragsdale, a senior crime laboratory analyst at the Florida Department of Law Enforcement and chair of OSAC’s Biology/DNA
Committee. “These standards will help them do that.”

Two aspects of the new standards in particular will help with this. First, the verification step must demonstrate that a laboratory’s
protocols produce consistent and reliable conclusions with DNA samples different from the ones used in the initial validation studies.
Second, the new standards require that labs not interpret DNA mixtures that go beyond what they have validated and verified. For
example, if a lab has tested its protocol for up to three-person DNA mixtures, it should not interpret casework that contains DNA from
four or more people.

These new standards complement the FBI’s DNA Quality Assurance Standards. Those standards mainly apply to laboratories that upload
data to the FBI’s national DNA database, and they do not address how to develop and verify protocols for interpreting DNA mixtures.

The new standards also build upon guidelines published by the Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods, or SWGDAM.
Guidelines are looser than standards in that they suggest best practices that laboratories should follow, while standards list requirements
that labs must follow to be considered in compliance by an accrediting body.

Compliance with these new standards, as with almost all forensic science standards in the United States, is voluntary. However, some labs
are already meeting or close to meeting these new standards. In addition, by adopting these standards, forensic labs can improve their
processes and demonstrate their commitment to quality.

Additional standards are in the pipeline. For instance, the ASB is finalizing standards, also initially drafted by OSAC, for validating the
probabilistic genotyping software that many laboratories use for interpreting DNA mixtures. The American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) accredited standards development process at ASB together with the drafting and approval processes at OSAC involve multiple
layers of technical review and ensure that standards are developed via a consensus process that invites input from all stakeholders prior to
placement on the OSAC registry.

For more information on OSAC’s role in the standards development process, visit the OSAC website.

National forensic science organization approves standards for interpreting DNA mixtures.
May 12, 2020
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Summary
The Expert Working Group for Human Factors in
Handwriting Examination has conducted a scientific
assessment of the effects of human factors on forensic
handwriting examination. The output of this assessment,
Forensic Handwriting Examination and Human Factors:
Improving the Practice Through a Systems Approach,
provides a comprehensive discussion of human factors
as they relate to all aspects of handwriting examination,
from documenting discriminating features to reporting
results and testifying in court. The report also includes
recommendations for improving the practice going
forward. This expert working group is supported by the
National Institute of Justice (NIJ) Office of Investigative
and Forensic Sciences (OIFS) and the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Programs
Office.

Description
For some 6,000 years, humans have made an indelible
mark on history through the loops, strokes, and other
characters that constitute the written form of language—
handwriting. Whether it is the movement of a stylus
inscribing wet clay or the motion of a pen across paper,
handwriting is one of the most familiar forms of
expression and one of the most idiosyncratic. The study
of handwriting is also an important part of forensic
science. By analyzing the characteristics of a handwritten
note or signature—not only the slant of the writing and
how letters are formed, but more subtle features—a
trained forensic document examiner may be able to
extract valuable information for determining whether a
note or signature is genuine, as well as the likely writer.

The results of a forensic document examination can have
far-reaching consequences: a person’s life or liberty may
hang in the balance. A trained forensic document
examiner may be called upon in a court of law to
answer—or to supply information that would help a judge
or jury answer—questions involving authenticity and
writership. However, there is increased recognition and
concern, highlighted by several recent studies cited
throughout this document, that the nature of evidence
and human error can call into question the reliability of
many types of forensic examinations, including
handwriting.

The study of human factors examines the interactions
between humans and other elements of a system:

technology, training, decisions, products, procedures,
workspaces, and the overall environment encountered at
work and in daily living. By analyzing human factors, the
nature of human errors in the workplace—how they arise
and how they can be prevented or mitigated—can come
to light.

The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) Office of
Investigative and Forensic Sciences (OIFS) and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Special Programs Office sponsored the work of this
expert panel to encourage and enhance efforts to apply
human factors principles to forensic science applications,
reduce the risk of error, and improve the practice of
forensic handwriting examination.

-----------------------------

Publication: Expert Working Group for Human Factors in
Handwriting Examination. Forensic Handwriting
Examination and Human Factors: Improving the Practice
Through a Systems Approach. U.S. Department of
Commerce, National Institute of Standards and
Technology. 2020. NISTIR 8282. Published February 18,
2020. DOI: 10.6028/NIST.IR.8282

CONTACT
Melissa Taylor
melissa.taylor@nist.gov
(301) 975-6363
PROJECT STATUS
Ongoing
Created May 23, 2018, Updated February 18, 2020

Forensic Handwriting Examination and Human Factors:
The Report of the Expert Working Group for Human Factors in Handwriting Examination

Handwriting sample from the published report
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On the morning of March 22, 1915, residents of the small
town of West Shelby, New York, awoke to a horrific
scene. A woman clad only in a bloodied nightgown lay
shot to death in the snow on the doorstep of an immigrant
farmhand, Charles Stielow. Across the street, in the
farmhouse where Stielow had recently begun work and
where the dead woman had kept house, 70-year-old
farmer Charles Phelps was found shot and unconscious.
He died a few hours later.

After finding that Stielow lied when he told investigators
he did not own a gun, the police arrested him on Aug. 21,
1915. During Stielow’s trial, a self-proclaimed
criminologist, Albert Hamilton, testified that the nine
bumps he said he found inside the barrel of Stielow’s .22
caliber revolver matched the nine scratch marks he had
identified on the same caliber bullets at the crime scene.
Although Hamilton never showed his evidence to the jury,
declaring the findings were so technical they could only
be discerned by an expert, Stielow was found guilty of
murder in the first degree. He was sentenced to death in
the electric chair and sent to Sing Sing prison to await
execution.

Several people familiar with the case, including the
deputy warden at Sing Sing, became convinced that
Stielow was innocent and that his confession contained
words that the farmhand, who was mentally challenged,
could not have understood let alone uttered. Just one week
before Stielow was scheduled to be electrocuted on
December 11, 1916, the Governor of New York called for
a reinvestigation. A firearms expert from the New York
City police department compared the bullets from the
murder scene with those test-fired from Stielow’s gun.
Even by eye, the markings on the two sets of bullets did
not look similar but to make certain, optician Max Poser
studied them under the microscope. The bullets from the
murder scene could not have been fired from Stielow’s
gun, he declared.

Poser’s analysis not only set Stielow free, it made history
as one of the first examples of applying modern forensic
techniques to identify firearms.

Today, forensic scientists still use a type of microscope,
developed and perfected by two of Poser’s colleagues in
the 1920s, to examine crime-scene bullets or cartridge
cases—the metal cylinders that hold the powder and
bullets before they are fired. Known as a comparison
microscope, the device consists of two microscopes
connected by an optical bridge.

The microscope’s split screen allows for a side-by-side
comparison of the miniscule scratch marks, or striations,
on bullets or cartridge cases found at the crime scene with
the markings on bullets or cases test fired from a
particular gun. These striations are imparted on bullets as
they squeeze through the spiral windings, called rifling,
down a gun barrel at high speed and pressure.

The firearms examiner adjusts the position of the test-
fired bullet until its striations best match those on the
crime-scene bullet. In this way, the examiner can provide
her expert opinion about whether the crime-scene bullets
came from the same gun that was test fired.

The method is highly successful, but the comparison
results are subjective, dependent on the expertise of the
examiner. The visual comparison does not allow the
firearms expert to objectively quantify the level of
uncertainty in the comparison. For example, what is the
likelihood of obtaining the comparison result if the bullets
in fact came from the same firearm or from different
firearms? Courts now prefer such statistical information,
which is, for example, routinely provided by DNA experts
when they testify about genetic evidence.

Last year, NIST scientists premiered a computer-based
comparison method that can provide this numerical
information. The algorithm, known as congruent matching
profile segments (CMPS), relies on detailed 3D maps.

“Firearm experts are actually quite good at making
comparisons, so it’s not a question of replacing human
judgment with a computer algorithm,” noted NIST
scientist Robert Thompson, a member of the NIST team.
“The algorithm provides a way to mathematically rate the
reliability of the expert’s findings.”

March 26, 2020



Crucially, instead of comparing the overall map, or
profile, of one bullet to another, the algorithm first
divides the profile of each crime-scene bullet into tiny,
non-overlapping segments. Then, it looks to see if any of
the individual segments match up with any section of a
test-fired bullet.

The segmentation is an important feature because crime-
scene bullets usually deform or fragment after ricocheting
off a solid surface or rapidly decelerating in the human
body. As a consequence, rifling striations may be erased,
expanded or shifted in position. Comparing the entire
profile of such a deformed bullet with the pristine
markings of a bullet test-fired into a water tank may
indicate a low probability of a match--even though the
bullets may have been shot by the same gun. Searching
for matching features segment-by-segment provides a
much more accurate way of comparing crime-scene and
test bullets.

Before the team applied their comparison method, the
researchers used image reconstruction techniques to
“straighten out” and display as parallel scratch marks that
had become distorted or slanted as the bullets deformed.
But even after the markings on the crime-scene bullets
are straightened, they may not line up with the position of
similar markings on the test bullets. That’s where CMPS
comes in, says PML scientist Johannes Soons. The
algorithm takes a small section of the markings on the
deformed bullet and hunts for any place on the test bullets
that may prove a match. The software then evaluates how
many segments were found at a correct position relative
to the markings on the test-fired bullet. The method
builds upon an older algorithm, developed by PML
scientist John Song, that compares impressed firearm
marks on cartridge cases.

In the initial study that the NIST-led team reported last
December in Forensic Science International, the scientists
only used the CMPS method to compare non-deformed
bullets fired from known guns. The team shot 35 9-mm
Luger bullets into a water tank from 10 gun barrels that
had consecutively manufactured.

Each barrel in the study imprinted scratch marks on the
bullets. The researchers found that CMPS more
accurately determined the origin of each bullet than a
comparison method that did not divide the bullet
markings into segments.

In the team’s newest study, published in the January
Forensic Science International, the researchers for the
first time employed the CMPS method to examine
deformed bullets. The team fired 57 bullets with varying
degrees of fragmentation from the same 9 mm pistol into
a water tank. To create bullet fragments with varying
degrees of deformation, the researchers aimed the gun at
a slight angle, so that the bullets struck the sides of a
heavy gauge steel tube placed in front of the water tank
instead of shooting straight into the water.

The team conducted two kinds of tests using the image
reconstruction software and the CMPS algorithm. The
researchers compared severely distorted markings on
bullets with those imprinted on near-pristine reference
bullets shot directly into the water tank. They also
compared deformed bullets before and after image
reconstruction that straightened the distorted markings.
The scientists found that together, image reconstruction
and CMPS significantly improved the ability to match the
markings on deformed bullets with each other and with
the pristine bullets.

The team is now planning to conduct further studies to
test the CMPS method. With the freedom—and perhaps
the life—of a defendant hanging in the balance, these
studies are critical for determining if—and when—CMPS
can be routinely incorporated into the analysis and
testimony of firearm experts, says Soons.

_____________________________________________

Papers:
Zhe Chen, John Song, Johannes A. Soons, Robert M.
Thompson, Xuezeng Zhao. Pilot study on deformed
bullet correlation. Forensic Science International, Volume
306, January 2020, 110098.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.forsciint.2019.110098.

Zhe Chen, Wei Chu, Johannes A. Soons, Robert M.
Thompson, John Song, Xuezeng Zhao. Fired bullet
signature correlation using the Congruent Matching
Profile Segments (CMPS) method. Forensic Science
International, Volume 305, December 2019, 109964.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.forsciint.2019.109964
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The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) has evaluated several commercially available
contactless fingerprint scanning technologies, allowing
users to compare their performance to conventional
devices that require physical contact between a person’s
fingers and the scanner.

The results of the study, published today as NIST
Interagency Report (NISTIR) 8307: Interoperability
Assessment 2019: Contactless-to-Contact Fingerprint
Capture, show that devices requiring physical contact
remain superior to contactless technology at matching
scanned prints to images in a database. However, when
contactless devices scan multiple fingers on a hand, it
improves their performance. Contactless devices that
scanned multiple fingers also seldom made “false
positive” errors that incorrectly matched one person’s
print with another’s record.

The publication updates NIST’s July 2018 study on
contactless capture and is intended to assist organizations
that use fingerprint-scanning technology.

“The report summarizes the state of the art of contactless
fingerprint scanning,” said John Libert, one of the report’s
authors. “It can help anyone interested in adopting
contactless technology to evaluate the cost in performance
they might pay by switching to contactless fingerprint
capture.”

Fingerprint identification devices, which capture scans of
prints intended to be matched against those stored in a
database, can find use in buildings and at borders.
Conventional devices typically require physical contact
with an individual’s fingertips, but there is growing
interest in technology that does not, in part because it
might work faster and with less need for trained
operators. It also might be more hygienic, an advantage
the COVID-19 pandemic highlights, though the NIST
study — which does not examine hygiene — predates the
appearance of the virus.

Contactless acquisition of fingerprints happens in a
fundamentally different way from contact capture.
Though the conventional method has its limitations,
pressing the finger onto a flat surface turns its print into a

2D object, representing its unique features as dark and
light lines in essentially their correct position and shape.
With contactless capture, lights and darks are the result of
the 3D surface being modeled by illumination as
reflection and shadow, hence the image lacks the tight
coupling with the print’s features that occurs with contact
capture.

Currently, there are no accepted industry standards for 3D
representations of fingerprints that demonstrate
compatibility with older fingerprint databases, which
contain 2D records. One objective of the NIST study was
to evaluate the interoperability of these contactless
representations with older print impressions. In short, how
well do the new contactless devices match their scans
with existing database entries?

The NIST study explored the performance of six
commercially available technologies: four mobile
(smartphone-based) apps and two stand-alone contactless
devices. While the publication does not identify the
contactless devices by name, all of them were current
models as of May 2019, thus providing good indication of
the state of the art for contactless capture at the time of
the collection. Participating companies provided their
devices through a Cooperative Research and
Development Agreement (CRADA) with NIST.

Fingerprints were gathered from 200 volunteers in a
laboratory setting using all six of the devices, as well as
two additional state-of-the-art contact devices for
comparison.

Some of the main results include:

● Scanning any single finger results in contactless
devices performing comparatively poorly,
demonstrating 60% to 70% accuracy.

● With various multiple finger combinations, devices
performed with higher accuracy. Contact device
match accuracy is generally better than 99.5%, and
one stationary contactless device performed to within
a fraction of a percent of this match rate. One mobile
app reached 95% accuracy, and other devices reached
close to 90% accuracy.

NIST Study Measures Performance Accuracy of Contactless Fingerprinting Tech
Evaluation of six commercial devices lays out the current state of the art in touchless print scanning

May 19, 2020
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● All contactless devices produced low false positive
rates, seldom indicating a match between one
person’s scan and another person’s print record.

NIST is preparing a more detailed follow-up analysis of
the data as well as a detailed procedure for device testing.
The research team expects both of these documents to be
published later this year. For the moment, one broad
message is that scanning multiple fingers helps contactless
performance.

“One purpose of the research was to further test the
hypothesis that multiple finger matching can substantially
improve the accuracy of contactless fingerprint matching,”
Libert said. “Our data suggest that it can.”
______________________________________________
MEDIA CONTACT
Chad Boutin
charles.boutin@nist.gov
(301) 975-4261

Credit: N. Hanacek/NIST

NIST evaluated several commercially available contactless
fingerprint scanning technologies in its May 2020 report
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Training Opportunities

Practical Answers to Challenging Questions in the
Courtroom

MA State Police Crime Lab (Maynard, MA)
October 19-21, 2020
Instructors Glenn Langenburg, Carey Hall, Brendan Max
Tuition cost $700
Register online at www.RonSmithandAssociates.com

Latent Print Search and Comparison Techniques

Fall River Police Dept (Fall River, MA)
September 21-25, 2020
Instructor Jon Stimac
Tuition cost $600
Register online at www.RonSmithandAssociates.com

Advanced Hostage/Crisis Negotiation

Nashua Police Dept (Nashua, NH)
November 11-13, 2020
Instructors Lt. Michael Lovely, Alan Bostjancic
Tuition cost $495
Register online at www.srrtraining.com

Online Resources

Nikon School Online (FREE)

Make the most of this time.
Nikon’s mission has always been to empower creators. In these uncertain times, we can do that by helping creators
stay inspired, engaged and growing. That’s why we’re providing all of our Nikon School Online courses free. Let's
come out of this even better.

https://www.nikonevents.com/us/live/nikon-school-online/

CRC Press (FREE)

Resources for Forensics Professionals

Routledge is pleased to introduce our new collection of Forensics resources for professionals. We have curated
seven complimentary chapter samplers adapted from our books on forensics for all of your professional
development needs. Browse these free resources and key and newly published titles below. Take a look at all newly
published and forthcoming Forensics titles here.

https://www.routledge.com/go/free-resources-for-forensics-professionals
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